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once again with their ninth studio
offering of “Choice of Weapon”
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Rebels join at the Carolina Rebellion
on May 5, 2012 and we have the
photos, interviews and more... Amy
Lee of Evanescence brings life to the
the crowd with her great vocals and
the great light show, while Korn rocks
with the “Head Reunion”...

CAROLINA REBELLION

KORN | The Bakersfield, CA nu-metal group Korn performs a
video break between mini-sets to remind the crowd of their
electronic heritage and history before performing their new
releases at the Carolina Rebellion in Rockingham, N.C.

SUMMER MUSIC FESTIVALS...
Bonnaroo Festival, June 7-10 Manchester, Tennessee. This longtime
favorite event has Alice Cooper, Radiohead, Phish, Red Hot... Chili Peppers,
Danzig and many more...
Van’s Warped Tour | June 16- Aug. 5 at a location near you! The traveling
music festival returns with...

THE CULT

By Rob Grissom | The Cult’s New Album Release in Review...
The Cult has been resurrected once again with their ninth studio
offering “Choice of Weapon” on the Cooking Vinyl label. Ian
Astbury leads... See the full review at www.3dotmag.com.

Check out our filmed interviews at
the Carolina Rebellion. To the left is
Jeremy Spencer, drummer of Five Finger
Death Punch speaking with Grissom of
DotDotDotMag. Others interviewed
were Ghosts of August, Weaving the
Fate, Paper Tongues, Redlight King,
P.O.D., New Medicine and ...

MICHEL LUC BELLEMARE
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By Roger Severn | I ran into this hombre one summer night
vacationing in Ontario from my native England, we were
renting a cottage and happened to be going downtown for
a pint. He was passing out post cards for an art show...

Zoltan Bathory of Five Finger Death Punch at the 2012 Carolina Rebellion.

THE CAROLINA
REBELLION ROCKS
ROCKINGHAM...
Written by Rob Grissom | Photography by Donald Perry

O

n May 5th, Rockingham, NC was on fire with 17 of the most impressive hard
rock bands around today. The Carolina Rebellion was set ablaze on the historic
NASCAR site, “The Rock”, and offered the 30,000 + rock ’n’ roll rebels a day
of events to remember. The multi-stage festival ran as smooth as possible thanks to
the organizers in charge Right Arm Entertainment and AEG Live. They listened to the fans
complaints from last years Charlotte, NC location and provided all they asked for with the
new spacious venue and more vendors… 3 dots up to those guys!! The rebels were raucous
and rowdy… the bands were salivating as they offered their carnivorous followers the tunes
they growled for. The lineup was stacked with heavy-hitters from Foxy Shazam headlining
the Friday night campground show to the Saturday twilight finale with Shinedown. The
crowd was oblivious to the historical reunion they were soon to witness...
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GHOSTS
OF AUGUST

Detroit’s Ghosts of August lit
the match to start the fire on the
Jagermeifter stage at 11:00 am with
their smash radio hits “Disease”
and “Scars” from their self-titled
inaugural release from Dirtbag
Records. Singer Dave Holowchak
commanded the stage with his
unabashed vocal style and energy.
This young dual guitar quintet
awakened the sleepy crowd with
their in your face jams that set the
bar extremely high for the rest of
the bands and they undoubtedly
gained some new fans, this writer
included. The riff and hook heavy
tracks were the perfect way to get
the festival started. These guys will
surely be headlining their own
tour soon. Check 'em out !!!
www.ghostsofaugust.com

GO ONLINE TO SEE INTERVIEW: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gopKw52NLcI

“Our sound and songs are
meant to connect with the
audience on a deeper
level,” states Holowchak,
“but we also understand
that there is a fine line
between creating art-forart’s sake and coming up
with songs and material that
have commercial appeal.”
–– Ghosts of August

Left to right: Steve Leemgraven, Kenny Leemgraven, Dave Holowchak, Terry Freers and Paul Delmontte

GO ONLINE TO SEE INTERVIEW: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=061wEbQvBiA

WEAVING
THE FATE

Next up was Columbia, SC’s own
Weaving the Fate with their unique
fusion of rock, R&B and hip hop,
which proved to be a festival favorite.
Supporting their freshman release
“WTF the EP” on the Universal
Republic label, these ultra talented
artists took the Rebellion stage by
storm performing their solid tracks
“Str8 to the Bottom” and “Rack
City”. With the recent passing of
MCA (Adam Yauch) from the Beastie
Boys fame, DJ Able One and the boys
brandished a tribute to their fallen
hero which won immediate support
from the rambunctious crowd.
www.weavingthefate.com
Left to right: DJ Able One - Turn tables and keyboards,
Jeremy “Finesse” Roberson - Drums, SkeltonFaceGuy
- Guitar, Bobby Dredd - Bass. Above: Brian Conner
- Vocals and Lead Guitar.
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Left: Devin Forbes - Guitar. Above: Daniel Santell - Bass.
Opposite page: Aswan North - Vocals.

PAPER TONGUES

Assuming their spot on the Carolina
Stage, was the Charlotte, NC band Paper
Tongues. Performing their certified tunes
“For the People” and “Get Higher” from
their self-titled first album on A&M/
Octone records, and treating the fans to
their newly released single “Amen”.
Blending club beats with rock’n’roll
melodies and pure funk, they continued
to stoke the flames and keep the massive
attendees burning for more. When band
leader Aswan North came off the stage
and perched on the barricade... the party
was on, either jump in or get the hell out
of the way!!! www.papertongues.com

“We want fans to walk away from
our music with that good feeling.
We think our music can bring
healing for a group of people, a
society, bad politics and artists
that feel hopeless. Paper Tongues’
music should heal you and make
you take a chance again.”
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– Paper Tongues

GO ONLINE TO SEE INTERVIEW: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xfaAWHF4NNA

GO ONLINE TO SEE INTERVIEW: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uDK83Z6IGyc

NEW MEDICINE

Taking the Jager Stage was New
Medicine, “if you got a problem,
they’d love to help you solve ‘em”.
Hailing from Minneapolis, MN, these
guys proved to be a highlight of the
day with their own Beastie Boys meets
The Offspring style. Blazing through
the hits “The Takeover”, “Little Sister”,
“Rich Kids”, “Laid” and the infec-

tious hard rocking track “Race You to
the Bottom” from their inaugural
album “Laid” on Photo Finish
Records. These young, high-octane
musicians performed a jaw-dropping
set…rivaling the veteran headliners on
the stacked bill... Jake, Matt, Dan and
Ryan will be going places, so keep an
eye out for them in the near future.

They are currently on tour with
Halestorm and joining he Carnival
of Madness Tour with Evanescence,
Chevelle and Halestorm the end of
July... so check’em out!!! You will
definitely not be able to get their
lyrics out off your head.
www.newmedicinerock.com

ADELITAS WAY

Top above: New Medicine Matt Brady - Bass and right Ryan Guanzon - Drums. Bottom above:
Adelitas Way Singer, Rick DeJesus and Guitarist, Keith Wallen. Opposite page: Adelitas
Way, Lead Guitarist Robert “Rahji” Zakaruan

The beginning of the heavy-hitters
began on the Rebellion Stage with
Adelitas Way from Las Vegas, NV
serving up their radio classic hits
“Invincible” and “Last Stand” from
the 2009 self-titled release. They
performed their new single “Criticize”
from their sophomore offering
“Home School Valedictorian” on
Virgin Records. Rick DeJesus,
Keith Wallen (KWB) and the guys
are still on top of their game with
the high energy, alt-metal tracks
the fans have come to expect.
www.adelitaswaymusic.net
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RED

The twin brothers Anthony on guitar
and Randy Armstrong on bass, led
the Nashville, TN based alt-rock band
RED onto the Jager Stage. With the
irreverent Michael Barnes on vocals
and Joe Rickard on the drums, they
seem tighter than ever. The band
performed their mainstream classic
radio tracks “Breathe Into Me”,
“Lost” and “Let Go” and “Feed the
Machine” from their third studio
album release “Until We Have Faces”
on the Sony-Essential label, which
debuted at #2 on the Billboard
charts.They tour relentlessly and have
logged over 2500 shows, headlining
their own REDvolution Tour in
March and now embarking on a
lengthy European tour... RED shows
no signs of slowing down anytime
soon. www.redmusiconline.com

Tina Smash of Carolina’s Pure Rock 105.5
interview Red at the Carolina Rebellion Radio
Festival. Left to right: Micheal Barnes - Lead
Singer, Anthony Armstrong - Guitar, Tina Smash
- Rock105.5, Randy Armstrong - Bass and Joe
Rickard - Drums. Photo by Rob Grissom.
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HALESTORM

Next up on the Carolina Stage was the
sensuous rocker Lzzy Hale of Red
Lion, PA’s rock-metal group Halestorm.
With her brother Arejay pounding the
skins and kicking the cymbals, they
ripped through all the fan favorites of
“I Get Off ’”, “Its Not You”, and “The
Familiar Taste of Poison” from their
2009 self-titled release on Atlantic
Records. The sibling led band jammed
some new tunes, “Love Bites (and So
Do I)” and “Freak Like Me”, from their
second full length studio album “The
Strange Case of …” released in April
of this year. Lzzy’s thigh-high black
leather boots, tiny black shorts and
American flag ensemble proved to be
the most luscious fashion statement of
the day. www.halestormrocks.com
Opposite page: Halestorm’s Guitarist - Joe Hottinger.
Above: Drummer - Arejay Hale. Right: Lead Singer
Lzzy Hale “getting off on you, getting off on her”
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CHEVELLE

Grayslake, IL brothers Sam and Pete
Loeffler’s beautifully dark, lyrically
based alt-metal band Chevelle, with
brother-in-law Dean Bernardini on
bass, took the Carolina Stage with a
fiery set consisting of their acclaimed
hits “Letter From a Thief ”, “I Get It”,
“Vitamin R” and “The Red”. In support
of their sixth studio offering, “Hats
Off to the Bull” on Epic Records,
they blasted through “Face to the
Floor” and the title track getting the
rebels pumped for the remaining
musical acts. With an entire set of
sing along tunes and crowd favorites
performed with veteran precision.
www.chevelleinc.com

VOLBEAT

The Danish metal rocking, punk
infused rockabilly trio Volbeat took
the Rebellion Stage and provided
their fans with some righteous tunes.
Performing top radio tracks “Heaven
Nor Hell”, “Still Counting” and
“Sad Man’s Tongue” with earbursting volume and precision.Their first
four releases were certified gold in
Denmark. The latest offering “Beyond
Heaven/Above Hell on the Mascot
label has won American approval and
radio air time with the tracks “Fallen”
and “A Warrior’s Call”. These artists
are in a class all their own and gaining
fans at every venue. www.volbeat.dk
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Top left: Volbeat Vocalist and Guitarist Michael Poulsen. Left: Volbeat Bassist - Anders
Kjølholm. Above: Chevelle stirs the crowd
up on the Carolina Stage.

REDLIGHT KING

GO ONLINE TO SEE INTERVIEW: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNbSYFVvTcg

Kaz and Jules of Hamilton, Ontario,
Canada’s group Redlight King were
next up on the Jagermeifter Stage with
their vintage, hook heavy infectious
track “Bullet in My Hand” and the
storytelling retrospective “Old Man”.
With a sampling of the tune by fellow
Canadian rocker Neil Young’s classic,
these guys make this tune their own
with authority. Supporting their
“Something for the Pain” debut album
on Hollywood Records which details
their life experiences and struggles of
the working class in today’s world
with an old school sound. With the
tune “Comeback” featured on The
Avengers soundtrack, Kaz and Jules are
slowly receiving their due recognition.
The band’s name is derived from the
“light tree” at the drag strips, a testament
to their love of fast, classic muscle cars
and drag racing. A long line of tour
dates and festivals scheduled for the
summer these true artists are sure to
be playing a venue near you.
www.redlightkingmusic.com
Top left: Redlight King Vocalist and Guitarist - Kaz.
Above: Jules and Kaz rock the Jagermeifter Stage.
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SLASH
FEATURING MYLES KENNEDY
AND THE CONSPIRATORS

The recent hall of famer and legendary
Guns ‘n’ Roses guitarist Slash was
next up and burned the Rebellion
stage to the ground. With Myles
Kennedy and the Conspirators as his
accomplices, they ripped through the
classic G’n’R tracks “Sweet Child O’
Mine”, “Paradise City” and “Mr.
Brownstone” and left the rebels asking
“Axl… Who ???” Slash has not missed
a beat since the olden days of his
initial 80’s fame, he has gotten better,
if that is even possible. Myles’ high
register on vocals and stage charisma
proved to rival the classic Axl style.
He did take the stage from Mark
Walberg’s character “Izzy Cole” and
the Steel Dragons on the cult classic

movie “Rock Star” as “Thor…God of
Thunder… Stand up and Shout !!!
The classic G’n’R tunes were not all
of their setlist by any means. They
killed the Slash hits “Nothin’ to Say”,
“Back from Cali”, and “Starlight” and
treated the rebellers with their new
smash tracks “You’re a Lie” and
“Anastasia” off the new second Slash
album “Apocalyptic Love” on the
Dik Hayd International label. Slash

will continue to unleash his musical
madness on the world for years to
come as he seems on a mission to
justify his place in the Rock n’Roll
Hall of Fame is certainly no fluke.
He and Myles and the Conspirators
are performing worldwide supporting
their new release… so catch them if
you can. www.slashonline.com
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“When I write, I quarantine myself. I shut everybody
out. I make it a point to deliver so much emotion.
Around midnight every night when the world shuts
down, I turn on my studio equipment, crank the
songs as loud as I can, and get deep.”
– Ivan Moody
Five Finger Death Punch
Vocalist Ian Moody
sports his brass knucks
mic, while drummer
Jeremy Spencer talks
to 3dotmag.com in
the media tent...
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GO ONLINE TO SEE INTERVIEW: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CyzL3Jxaz_w

FIVE FINGER

DEATH PUNCH

Next up on the Carolina Stage was
the Los Angeles, CA based menacing metal masters Five… Finger…
Death Punch!!! Offering their angry,
anti-establishment and face melting
double bass drum heavy, scorching
guitar riff style for the masses to savor.
Formed in 2005 by former U. P. O.
lead guitarist Zoltan Bathory and
VH-1’s Golden God award winning
drummer Jeremy Spencer, with the
addition Ivan Moody on growling
vocals and a couple of guitarists and
bassists later, the group was set. Jason
Hook has settled in on guitar and
Chris Kael on bass form the backbone
of this high-octane group today. The
bands first album, “Way of the Fist”,
was a certified gold record as their
second release, “War is the Answer”
followed with the same critical acclaim,
debuting at #7 on the Billboard charts
and another certified gold record.
Their latest metal masterpiece,
“American Capitalist” on the Firm/
EMI label, is another future gold hit,
which was appropriately represented
in their blistering set with “Under and
Over It”, “Remember Everything”,
and the title track. They also served
up their radio favorites “The Bleeding”,
“Never Enough”, and “Walk Away”
for the classic Knuckleheads in attendance. They performed at Rock on
the Range and are headlining the
skull-banging tour “Trespass America
Festival” this summer with Killswitch
Engage, Emmure, Trivium, Pop Evil,
GodForbid and BattleCross. With all
this on their plate, 5FDP continues
to unselfishly serve their country by
entertaining the American troops
overseas and visiting our wounded
warriors in military hospitals
around the globe.
www.fivefingerdeathpunch.com
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P.O.D...

The Southern CA legendary, veteran
metal band P.O.D. takes the dusk
finale on the Jagermeifter Stage. With
the magnetic, vocal prowess of Sonny
Sandoval and the hard-hitting guitar
licks from Marcos Curiel; a rhythm
section of Traa Daniels on bass and
Sonny’s cousin Noah “Wuv” Bernardo
pounding the skins, these artists are
still growing their legion of fans today.
They have 7 studio albums under
their belt and boasting over 10 million
in sales so far. These masters of metal
infused reggae rap commanded the
rebels’ attention … and they got it.
Providing a blasting set of the classic
anthems “Boom”, “ Youth of a Nation”,
“Alive”, “Goodbye for Now” and
“Lights Out” to their new, soon-to-be
released tunes “Eyez” and “Lost in
Forever” from their July release
“Murdered Love” on the Razor and
Tie label , P.O.D. delivered the goods.
After 20 years, they still perform with
youthful enthusiasm and unbridled
talent... staying true to their spiritual
roots with the elder wisdom of
knowing when to take a break from
the rock star status and live life to the
fullest. Never count these guys out…
they will get back up swinging every
time, recounting the daily struggles
of life in true P.O.D. fashion. As they
proclaim, “Is that all you got.. I’ll take
your best shot”.
www.payableondeath.com

GO ONLINE TO SEE INTERVIEW: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zQopOmniG8

Above: Traa, Marcos amd “Wuv” talk with dotdotdotmag.com about the past, present and future of P.O.D.
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STAIND

Arron Lewis and the boys from Staind
assumed their spot on the Rebellion
Stage and kept the mammoth crowd
on their feet. With seven studio albums,
five chart topping singles and selling
15 million records worldwide, they
were an obvious crowd favorite.
Performing the classics “Mudshovel”,
“Just Go”, “Right Here” and the rebel
crowd sing-along “It’s Been Awhile”;
along with their most recent releases
“Not Again”, “Throw it All Away”
and “Something to Remind You”
from their 2011 album “Staind” on
the Atlantic/Roadrunner label, which
debuted at #5 on Billboards charts.
They were a perfect band to be on
stage at sunset of a raucous day of
music in the southern sandhill heat.
Staind just completed the highly
successful MassChaos Tour with
Godsmack and Halestorm leaving a
wake of devastation throughout the
country. Lewis’ voice and lyrics are
seemingly timeless and strike home with
the working class of America. He connects
with his audience on a personal level
with his thoughtful ballads and leaves
your mind in a stir with his hard-hitting
metal classics. If Mr. Lewis is performing
with Staind, or on his solo tour, the
shows are stacked with hits and some
covers he naturally makes his own.
www.staind.com

Top: Guitarist - Mike Mushok. Opposite page: Vocalist and Guitarist - Aaron Lewis.
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EVANESCENCE

The beautiful songstress Amy Lee and
Evanescence take their place on the
Carolina Stage right on cue. Bringing
their trademarked style of classic
goth, lyrically charged rock to their
long time fans. The highly inspiring
and hopeful tunes were a much
needed break from the prior head
banging bands. Gracefully soaring
through their hit-heavy set of the
classics “Give Unto Me”, “Solitude”,
and “Understanding”, from their past
two albums and steadily rolling towards
another rebel crowd sing along to the
gothic anthem“Bring Me to Life”.
Amy Lee’s mythical vocal range and
untouchable piano style were the
perfect accompaniment to the
screaming guitar solos by Terry
Balsamo. They performed “What You
Want”, “My Heart is Broken” and
“Lost in Paradise”, a few new tracks
from their self-titled third studio
album with unmatched precision.
Released by Wind-Up Records in
2011, “Evanescence” is undoubtedly
bound to be some of their definitive
work. They will be joining the Carnival
of Madness tour this year with Chevelle,
Halestorm, and New Medicine on
July 31 of this year… coming to a city
near you. www.evanescence.com
Opposite page: Drummer Will Hunt in the
spotlight. Top left to right: Will Hunt and Bassist
Tim McCord sign autographs at the F.Y.E. tent.
Vocalist Amy Lee brings the crowd to life and
Tim McCord on the bass...
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Vocalist Jonathan Davis...

Fieldy on bass...

Guitarist Munkey...
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The Bakersfield, CA nu-metal
group Korn began their mixed
media, light show charged set
with the sonically charged classics
“Divine”, “Predictable”, and
“Good God” with the usual suspects
of Jonathan Davis, Munkey and
Fieldy and the addition of veteran
drummer Ray Luzier. They had
a video break between mini-sets to
remind the crowd of their electronic
heritage and history before performing “Narcissistic Cannibal”, “Get
Up”, and “Way to Far” from the
2011 album “The Path of Totality”
on Roadrunner Records. Another
video break and a preliminary
plan of a secret attack is set in
motion, they performed their
biggest commercial hits “Here to
Stay”, “Freak on a Leash” and
“Falling Away From Me”, adding
a brilliant cover of Pink Floyd’s
“Another Brick in the Wall”, just
because they can... They are
Korn!!! With another video break
to showcase their milestones in
music, they rip the metal nursery
rhyme “ Shoots n’ Ladders” and
a few of the rebels start to see a
familiar silhouette lurking around
the stage as they blast the crowd
favorite “Got the Life”. Then HE
walked out on stage with his battleaxe hoisted high in the air… it
was Brian “Head” Welch assuming
his “lonely spot” to his right, as
Jonathan Davis called it. As the
massive crowd of over 30,000
began to realize what they were
witnessing, they erupted with
unmitigated approval as the band
shined with an unforgettable
rendition of the super smash hit
“Blind” and it was performed as
if it were a brand new track.
Korn picked up exactly where he
left off nearly seven years ago
with the guitar duo of Head and
Munkey still as tight as ever. The
crowd, the band, and all the other
artists in attendance witnessed a
piece of unsuspecting music
history. Hopefully, this is sign
of things to come for Boys from
Bakersfield. www.korn.com

“Our experience with
Head on Saturday has
all started from a positive
place, and it wasn’t
forced and it was just
natural. So I think if
everything optimistically
runs like that, that’s all I
can hope for. I’m really
happy just to reconnect
with my old friend.”
– The Pulse of Radio | Munkey

SHINEDOWN
The long day was unfortunately
coming to an end as the headliner
Shinedown from Jacksonville, FL
took the Carolina Stage for the festival’s
finale. Founding members, vocalist
Brent Smith and drummer Barry
Kerch were joined by Zach Myers on
guitar and Eric Bass on piano and
bass to bid a fitting adieu to the highly
successful festival. They were on point
with the tracks “Fly From the Inside”
and the emotionally charged “45”
from the their acclaimed debut of
2003 “Leave a Whisper”. The bands
third studio album “Sound of Madness”
provided the tunes “Crow and the
Butterfly”, “Devour”, and “Second
Chance”, which has been there most
successful work to date. They tore

through all of these hits while every song
they performed has been a mainstay on
the radio waves at some point. The
Jacksonville boys released a new
album this year “Ameryllis”, which
debuted at #4 on the Billboard charts.
The album was released on Atlantic
Records in the US and on Roadrunner
Records elsewhere. They treated us to
the new tracks of “Bully”, “Adrenaline”
and “Unity” from this brand new
release. Shinedown will be headlining
the RockStar Energy Drink’s Uproar
Tour with Disturbed, Avenged Sevenfold, HellYeah, and New Medicine
and a show at Myrtle Beach’s own
House of Blues with Adelitas Way…
check ’em out!!! www.shinedown.com

Opposite page left to right: Guitarist - Zach Myers, Drummer Barry Kerch. Vocalist - Brent Smith. Above: Bassist - Eric Bass.

“In the seven years of this thing
called Shinedown, I’ve seen alot of
different things - what we’ve all
gone through on the road, things
in our personal lives or witnessed
first hand through the fans we’ve
made and the relationships we’ve
built with our audience. I think the
biggest thing was I didn’t want to
sugarcoat the way life can be
sometimes. This is my viewpoint.
This is my view of everyday life.”
– Brent Smith | Shinedown
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The
Carolina
Rebellion

was a surprisingly spectacular
festival, with some undisclosed
highlights and a bill that can
easily rival the larger festivals for
years to come. With alleged talks
underway about restructuring
next years event to a 3 day format,
the promoters involved will be
certain to produce a band
lineup as awesome as this one.
3DotMag.com and at least
30,000 plus of this years rowdy
rebels are already planning the
trip next year, back to Rockingham,
NC… with no lightweights
allowed. With a hard-hitting,
metal stacked lineup and
sun-soaked venue at "The Rock"…
The Carolina Rebellion is set to
definitely become THEE premier
music festival in the South.
www.carolinarebellion.com

michel
m
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MICHEL | DEMOCRACY

Just a Cud Chewin’
Paint-Slinger, A chip on
the shoulder, A loaded
brush in the holster.
By Roger Severn
Tate Modern Gallery Art-Consultant
I ran into this hombre one summer
night vacationing in Ontario from my
native England, we were renting a

cottage and happened to be going
downtown for a pint. He was passing
out post cards for an art show he was
having in a few days at a local artist-runcenter. Like a wild west art show, he was
shooting from the lip, his art was something new and a trip, and that we should
see it, a real art world stick’em up sort of
thing. I tried to pay no mind, but it
worked. He got me talking and I let it
slip that I was affiliated with a European
Museum and his eyes lit up. With further

inquiry and banter, this dude got my last
name from my daughter and her friend
who were accompanying me downtown,
and that was it. I never saw his art show
but my daughter and her friends did a
few nights later. All the same, it wasn’t
much longer before my inbox at work
started receiving the odd periodical
updates about his artwork, his openings,
his books his heritage, his inclusion in the
N.G.C. and Tate collection, etc. These
electronic updates went on for about a
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MICHEL LUC BELLEMARE

decade. The man had done his homework.
He had tracked me down. And this is
how I came into contact with professional
abstract artist Michel Luc Bellemare.
Notwithstanding, over time I’ve come
to think his artwork has an original and
fresh outlook on pure abstraction painting.
For example, take Michel’s painting,
titled: Hell is Pure Abstraction. According to Michel, “although Hell has been
represented in paint in art history, the
concept of Hell is in fact incorporeal
and beyond human understanding. This
concept exists only in the realm of pure
abstraction and the imagination”. For
him, what has been painted to date as
Hell is a series of illusory interpretations,
panoramas, nothing on what is factual
about the notion of Hell. As he states
“what we know for certain is that Hell
is totally abstract beyond material facts.
If an artist wants to paint the most

accurate and factual encapsulation of
a term like Hell, this can only be done
via pure abstraction painting since pure
abstraction painting concerns itself with
what is beyond human understanding
and representation, the totally abstract”.
It is this original spin on what pure
abstraction painting can do that I find
intriguing in Michel’s artwork. There
is an uncanny truth to it. He turns our
traditional notion of pure abstraction
painting on its head. No longer is pure
abstraction painting non-objective and
useless decoration; with Michel, pure
abstraction painting is put to objective
use as a means to encapsulate essential
facts about central concepts in our culture.
Michel’s painting titled: Democracy, shows
the truth in our idea of the cultural mosaic
within a liberal democracy. Nothing is
given special painterly emphasis and

everything is given equal value on canvas.
A cultural democratic mosaic is like a
pure abstraction painting, where all
view points and differences inhabit an
equalitarian mosaic. “In the painting,
the viewers’ gaze sees not differences or
identifiable features but the visual unity
of pure abstraction, the perfect cultural
mosaic”. Consequently, this is not the
artifice of the past abstract expressionists.
This is something fresh, an evolution
contra abstract expressionism. This is
color-realism, where the techniques of
pure abstraction painting are utilized to
communicate conceptual verities. Michel
states “art is the continuation of philosophy
via other means. Art is real actions that
revolutionize conventional standards, i.e.
museum practice and aesthetic standards”.
WEBSITE:
http://sites.google.com/site/atelieravantgarde
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THE CULT

The Cult’s
Resurrection…
Once Again
Written by Rob Grissom
The Cult has been resurrected once
again with their ninth studio offering
of “Choice of Weapon” on the Cooking
Vinyl label. Ian Astbury leads a neverending spiritual journey into his world,
with the soundtrack composed by Billy
Duffy accompanied by Chris Wyze on
bass and John Tempesta on the drums.
When a vocalist and guitarist can
connect on a level as the dynamic duo
of Astbury and Duffy do, its nothing
less than supernatural. This compendium
reverberates lyrical structures of the
Love album masked by musically diverse
guitar riffs from the Electric album
era… bringing the two together, with
an unchartered orcestral new age flair
for another ageless classic album of
righteous tunes.
From the first punk influenced track,
“Honey From a Knife”, Astbury seemingly draws from real life experiences,
as most of their tunes do, with intense
heart felt vocals with an edge ready to
start a fight. Encompassing barbaric
tribal beats, hypnotic guitar riffs and
howling poetic lyrics, the British bad
boys take the listener on a haunting,
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retrospective ride with the riff-heavy
jam of “The Wolf ”; continually warding
off the numerous demons along the
way, as in “Lucifer” and “Life-Death”.
As the recurring theme of betrayed
love and soul-searching short comings
with warnings of fate are realized in
the tracks “Pale Horse” and “Wilderness
Now”.The self-fulfilling and positively

reinforcing tracks “Every Man and
Woman Is a Star” and “Until the
Lights Take Us” showcase Duffy's
musical precision. The anchoring tune
of the hard and heavy “Siberia” holds
down the entire compilation.
Ian Astbury, Billy Duffy and company
undeniably deliver the goods on this fourteen track album and have successfully

regained their iconic presence and
silenced their critics. With a little of
their past sound, that we have come to
expect, and some meticulously placed
orchestral surprises along the way,
some piano sprinkled in here and
there…this work will undoubtedly add
to their ever-expanding fan base and
gold record repertoire. Reuniting with

their secret weapons, long-time coproducers Bob Rock and Chris Goss,
Ian and Billy’s chemistry is effortless
and timeless and John and Chris’
back-beat is tight as ever. “Choice
of Weapon” is a spectacular and
monumental composition in its
entirety. Dare I say rivaling any
prior release ? … I dare !!!

Go see for yourself…they are currently
on tour and will be performing at the
House of Blues in Myrtle Beach, SC
on June 15th with Against Me! And
Icarus Line www.houseofblues.com.
Explore The Cult's website at:
www.thecult.us.
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SUMMER
MUSIC
FESTIVALS
Bonnaroo Music
and Arts Festival
June 7-10 - Manchester, Tennessee
This longtime favorite event has
Alice Cooper, Radiohead, Phish,
Red Hot Chili Peppers, Danzig and
many more with camping available.
The Bonnaroo Music and Arts
Festival is a four-day, multi-stage
camping festival held on a beautiful
700-acre farm in Manchester,
Tennessee every June. Bonnaroo
brings together some of the best
performers in rock ‘n’ roll, along
with dozens of artists in
complementary styles such as
jazz, Americana, hip-hop,
electronica, and just about
any contemporary music you
can think of. In addition to
dozens of epic performances, the
festival's 100-acre entertainment
village buzzes around the clock
with attractions and activities
including a classic arcade, on-site
cinema, silent disco, comedy club,
theater performers, a beer festival,
and a music technology village.
For its peaceful vibe, near-flawless
logistics, and unrivaled entertainment options, Rolling Stone
magazine named this
revolutionary entertainment
experience one of the 50
moments that changed the
history of rock ‘n’ roll. See past
musical performers by visiting...

www.bonnaroo.com
to find out more...
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BamaJam
June 14-16 - Enterprise, Alabama
Created to celebrate the human spirit
through music, artists include Tim McGraw, Alan Jackson, Willie Nelson, Kid
Rock, Uncle Kracker, Zac Brown Band,
NeedToBreathe and others with camping available. www.bamajam2012.com
Van’s Warped Tour
June 16- Aug. 5 - at a location near you!
The traveling music festival returns
with Rise Against, Of Mice and Men,
All Time Low, The Used, Taking
Back Sunday, New Found Glory
and many others.
www.vanswarpedtour.com
Governor’s Ball Music Festival
June 23-24 - Randall’s Island, New York
This festival showcases Beck, Cage the
Elephant, Passion Pit, Modest Mouse,
and many others with no overlapping sets.
www.governorsballmusicfestival.com
Orion Music and More Festival
June 23-24 - Bader Field
Atlantic City, New Jersey
Metallica’s inaugural festival includes
a celebrity custom car and motorcycle
show and the music memorabilia tent
“Ktulu’s Rock’n’Roll Emporium.”
Metallica headlines both nights playing the entire “Hit the Lights” and
“The Black” albums with supporting
acts Arctic Monkeys, Cage the Elephant,
Avenged Sevenfold, Suicidal Tendencies,
Sepultura, and Jim Breuer’s Heavy
Metal Comedy Tour.
www.orionmusicandmore.com

Boonstock Music and Arts Festival
June 29-July 1 - Gibbons, Alberta, Canada
The 8th annual festival showcases A
Day to Remember, Buckcherry,
Afrojack, Digital Lab, Korn, Puddle
of Mudd, and Billy Talent with
camping available. www.boonstock.ca
Mayhem Festival
June 30-Aug 5 - Across US
Brought to you by RockStar Energy
Drink featuring SlipKnot, Slayer,
Motorhead, Anthrax, The Devil Wears
Prada, As I Lay Dying and more... Daily
line-ups vary by date. Tickets on sale
now at: www.rockstarmayhemfest.com
Trepass America Festival
July 13-Aug 28 - Across US
Presented by Metal Hammer Magazine
featuring Five Finger Death Punch,
Killswitch Engage with Pop Evil,
Trivium, GodForbid, Emmure and
BattleCross. Tickets on sale now at:
www.trespassamerica.com
Osheaga Festival Musique et Arts
Aug. 3-5 - Montreal, Canada
Started in 2006, this festival of music
and the arts takes place at Jean-Drapeau
Parc with The Black Keys, Snoop Dogg,
Justice, Metric, Sigur Ros, Feist,
Monsters of Men and many others.
www.osheaga.com

STEVE AOKI | We can all Google Steve Aoki and find out that he was born in Miami in 1977, was the son of former Japanese
Olympic Wrestler Rocky Aoki, and had a concert venue run out of his apartment in Santa Barbara that became known as the
Pickle Patch. But, what was the inspiration for this now 34-year-old DJ, Record Producer and Restaurateur? Well, we recently
caught up with Aoki on his Deadmeat Tour and he explains in more detail during our interview online at: www.3dotmag.com

BERT MONROY | Monroy takes
DotDotDotMag back to the day digital
art really started… Monroy was 2 years
old when he started drawing and was
always in trouble at school because of
his love for the art of drawing. In the
eighth grade one of his teachers told
him he should apply for the high school
of art and design. See our full interview
online at: www.3dotmag.com

THE ENDS | The Ends are a Burlington, N.C., trio of musicians with a jazzy,
funky, rock roots sound of their own. The
members, in their late twenties and early
thirties, comprise a band loaded with
ageless raw talent. Even though the name
is relatively new, the band members have
been playing in other groups for more
than 12 years. See our full interview
online at: www.3dotmag.com

DISRUPTORS| In a city where 2010
headlines ushered in the upside down
WonderWorks attraction and added a
200-foot high SkyWheel to its oceanfront
promenade, Myrtle Beach could also
become home to a “Den of Disruption”.
Not to be confused with tourist trappings,
local entrepreneur and software developer
Paul Reynolds is looking... See our full
interview online at: www.3dotmag.com
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